What is A.S.K.?
So what is A.S.K. in “What If?
Just A.S.K.”. The A.S.K. is the
methodology developed by
Breanne E. Brooks and Rodney
D. Brooks and it is geared toward helping our youth build the
tools in their lives that can be an
asset in building their careers
and achieving their dreams. The
simple yet profound process allows individuals to begin Asking
the right questions, Seeking the
answers and utilizing resources.
Most of all it encourages people
to accurately Know, assess and
believe in their abilities. This
valuable tool/methodology
teaches self-confidence and critical thinking skills
to young people
who are looking
for reliable, practical guidance as
they step out in the
wider world.

Today we have some of the smartest and creative Youth that has ever
been known to mankind. From science and technology to entertainment and literature, our young people have blazed trails that had not
been explored before. The purpose
of the What If? Just A.S.K. products are to engage and ensure our
youth have the opportunities to
reach their full potential. Our
Products consist of the following:
1)What If? Just A.S.K. book, 2)
The W.I.?J.A –What If? Just
A.S.K. Website, 3) The W.I.?J.A.NNECT Career Center and 4)
W.I?J.A. Toolkit (Which is also
an App on Google Play or the
Apple Store or on CD) For more
information on products and services contact us at

Preparing You
for
Your Future

whatifjustask@gmail.com
or visit us at
https://www.whatifjustask.com

Tool Kit $3.99 plus tax
Book- $12,99 plus tax (At Amazon,
Books A Million, Outskirts Press)
Book Also available on

Kindle at Amazon
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The W.I.?J.A.– Tool Kit
So What Are the Content of
the Tool Kit.

The W.I.?J.A.
Tool Kit
The W.I.J.A. Tool Kit is the
actionable tools that support
the book “What If? Just
A.S.K. How our youth can
Change, Improve or become
an Influence those things
that they desire.” The goal
of the Tool Kit like the book
is designed to teach and
help our youth in their critical thinking skills as they
seek to go after their dreams
and goals. The Tool Kit is
an App and it is on a CD
format and it allows for
each document to be used
as a living documents.

The content of the toolkit supports
the various topics that were discussed in the book “What If? Just
A.S.K. How our youth can Changes,
Improve and Influence those things
that they desire.” Key tools include:














What if Pledge Form
A.S.K. Worksheet
College Checklist
Building Your Personal Brand
Community Volunteer Assessment Worksheet
Career Interest Survey
Choosing a Career
Dignity & Respect Checklist
W.I.?J.A. Definition (Over 300 Career and
Practical definitions)
A.S.K. Gap Assessment Sheet
Financial Resources Gap Closure worksheet
Dream Form
Dream Pursuit Plan

Why The Tool Kit
In my over 30 plus years in Human Resources and Operation and the various
industries which includes Utilities,
Chemicals, Retail, Poultry, Aviation,
Motors and Pulp & Paper with some of
the Largest Organizations in the world, I
have noticed that from the entry level to
the executive level all individuals are not
truly prepared to embark on their career
aspirations. My daughter and I (Breanne
E. Brooks and Rodney D. Brooks) have
decided to focus on the youths ranging
from the ages of 14 to 22. We believe
preparation with this group can make a
positive impact on our society. The
statement was once made “that you all
(parents and adults) always tell us that
we can be what we want to be but very
rarely do you tell us how”. It is not our
goal with the tool kit to tell you how but
to engage your creative thinking skills to
help you figure out how to achieve your
dreams and goals.

